
Tree Logging Project Ques�ons from poten�al bidders 

 

On the pricing sheet, are you looking to include the price for logs, pulp, etc. from the mill 
we intend to use? 
 
Yes 
 
Can the signature be digital? 
 
Yes 
 
- Does the On-board trucking price simply mean what is our cost to remove and haul to the 
mills?  
 - Or is compensation for this project just splitting the payments from selling to the mills? 
- Or would total compensation of this project include half payment from the mills 
(pulp/sawlogs), On-board trucking and Road construction (all three combined)?  
 
We would like to know the cost to truck the logs to the mill. We are going to ask that the 
logger pay the trucker directly to simplify payment on our end. Road construction cost 
would be a separate line item.  
 
- It says the expected completion date is by 12/1/23. Does that mean we need to be done with the 
project by that point or underway? I think with Moritani that would be possible, but maybe 
difficult to get Strawberry hill done as well before that time as there will be needed road 
construction.  
 
We would like work to commence as soon as possible, but we don't expect the job to be completed 
by December 1, 2023.  
 

 

I noticed that at the Moritani site there are a lot of smaller diameter trees marked that I am 
unsure fit the specifications for milling. Are we required to transport all the wood rounds to a mill 
or if we are capable of chipping the debris on-site would we be able to scatter those chips as 
mulch for the remaining trees? 
 
You can chip small diameter trees on site.  
 
I also noticed there were some trees marked in just a red "X" and some marked with a red 
"X" and also had the blue paint. Are we only removing the ones with just blue paint or also 
the red "X" trees? 
 
 



The trees with the red "X" were vandalized. We're only looking to remove the trees marked 
with blue paint.  
 

1. Any maps of Moritani property? 
See Moritoni management plan 

2. Any trees coming out of the wetland?  
No 

3. Flagging color of trees to be removed? 
Blue 

4. Boundaries flagged? 
Yes. 

5. Need prices for all mill locations, or just who they plan to partner with? 
Only need pricing from who they intend to partner with. 

 
 


